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The Music
Frédérick Chopin (1810 – 1849): Sonata No. 3 in B Minor, Op. 58
Chopin’s Sonata in B Minor, Op 58 is the third and last of his piano sonatas. It was
composed in the fall of 1844 at the country estate of Nohant, the home of Georges
Sand (aka Aurore Dudevant) the famous novelist, with whom he had been in a
relationship since 1838. October in the countryside was quiet and relaxed, and the
writing of this sonata was during a time of relative repose before the turbulent break
up of the couple two years later, and his subsequent death two years after that in
1849. The Sonata was published in 1845 with a dedication to Comtesse Emilie de
Perthuis, a friend and pupil.
Early critics disparaged Chopin’s formal construction in this and his other two
piano sonatas. However, the second and third Sonatas are now recognized as perhaps his greatest creations, ranking alongside his other late compositions. Among
pianists and musical connoisseurs today, the B Minor Sonata is much beloved, and
an undisputed masterpiece of Chopin’s final years.
Allegro maestoso
In this remarkable work, Chopin expands the traditional sonata form from the outset, tackling it on his own terms to serve his unique and expressive purposes. The
opening movement is rich in thematic material of great beauty. We hear theme upon
beautiful theme, melodies of eloquent lyricism as well as themes of turmoil.
The first theme is commanding and symphonic. After transitions that wind
and weave we cascade into the amazing second theme, which is one of Chopin’s
most beautiful and sublime melodies ever written, a bel canto in the operatic style
that Chopin adored. I love the description of it by the legendary American critic and

Chopin biographer James Huneker. He writes, “After wreathings and curlings of passage work, and on the rim of despair, we witness the exquisite budding of the melody
in D. It is an aubade, a nocturne of the morn.... There is morning freshness in its
hue and scent, and, when it bursts, a parterre of roses.” The development section
concentrates on a contrapuntal treatment of the opening theme, and then he omits
it in the recapitulation. The movement closes after the sublime section of tender
themes and love lyrics, with a grand and decisive final gesture in B Major.
Scherzo
The second movement is a short scherzo marked molto vivace and leggiero. It is
a characterized by a delicate, vivacious and charming figure that scampers rapidly
up and down the keyboard, winding in and out. It is a challenge for the pianist to
maintain lightness and evenness of finger clarity, as well as a carefree and amiable
spirit while doing so. The middle section of the Scherzo provides a moment of wistful
reflection, warm and tender, before the reprise of the leggiero.
Largo
Chopin invests in the third movement Largo considerable emotional weight and
power. He launches into it with an introduction of ominous and dramatic ff sharply
dotted rhythms in octaves. But we are transported almost immediately through
a beautiful enharmonic chord progression into the sublime B Major theme of the
movement. It is an aria in a slow dotted rhythm over an accompaniment of the same
dotted rhythm, in the style of a nocturne that feels like a slow cortege or procession.
The cortege is not solemn or funereal, but rather is sustained and peaceful, deliberate but gentle. There are moments when the procession comes to pause, almost like
a recitative, questioning, then answering. The music melts into the middle section

that is somewhat more improvisational in character, but still very contemplative and
self absorbed, as though we were in a dream world. Flowing, gentle waves of sound
transport us into deep contemplation and reverie. The return of the Largo theme is
celestial.
Finale/Presto non tanto; Agitato
The Finale is considered one of the touchtones of piano virtuosity. After its introduction in dramatic rising and falling octaves and chords, the surge begins, subdued
at first, but constantly building in intensity and power. The intervening episodes,
though lighter, add to the ongoing excitement as the pianist is required to play brilliant passagework over a second rondo theme in the tenor. The music is vibrant and
rhythmical and becomes increasingly high spirited until it emerges triumphantly in
the key of B Major, where it comes to a thrilling and magnificent close, heroic and
triumphant.

Claude Debussy

(1810 – 1918): Selected Préludes from Books 1 and 2
It is well recognized that the musical world considers Claude Debussy to be one of
the greatest innovators in music, and that his 24 preludes are the quintessence of
his art. He composed them in two separate books of 12 each, Book I published in
1910 and Book II in 1913. In writing these preludes, Debussy continues the natural
evolution of the form as it evolved from its baroque and classical position in which
a prelude was used as a preliminary movement that introduces another piece or the
main body of a piece. This changed when Chopin adopted the prelude as an independent movement, rich and complete in itself. Debussy’s contribution to the genre
was a characteristically impressionistic one in which he incorporated his own unique

“It is enough if music forces people to listen in spite of themselves,
in spite of their daily cares...so that they think they have dreamt
for a moment of a magic and therefore undiscoverable place.”
—Claude Debussy

harmonic language, textures and form. But he takes his own course, diverging from
the preludes of past, and does not follow the practice in Bach’s monumental landmark the Well Tempered Clavier, and Chopin’s Preludes Op. 28, of using a strict
ordering by major and minor keys.
Debussy’s preludes are composed in a brief, improvisatory style, with a specific
scene or image in mind, each with a convincing structure and dramatic message,
each complete in itself. It is curious that he chose to place the titles of each piece
at the end of the prelude, as if to suggest to the performer that the interpretation of
each selection is an individual and personal one. Only ‘after the fact’ does Debussy
share his own descriptive title, although he made it a point to say that he did not
attempt to “describe,” but rather to “evoke.”
The Preludes all fall into several types of subject matter, which include those
based on legend or mystery, nature, objects of art, literature, sarcastic ideas, jest or
popular culture, or even the personality of a specific individual that was familiar to the
audience of the time. Each one is a perfect miniature, magical in its own unique way.
To accompany the Chopin sonata on this recording, I have selected eight of
Debussy’s preludes, four from each book, as well as the vivacious L’Isle joyeuse
composed in 1904; and as an ‘encore,’ the famous and beloved Clair de lune.

Les collines d’Anacapri (The Hills of Anacapri)
Anacapri is a village located on the island of Capri in the Gulf of Naples just a few
miles off the Italian coast. It is perched high on a hilltop with spectacular views
overlooking the Mediterranean and is considered one of the most glorious places in
the world, famous for its beauty and joyous spirit. Debussy visited there often, and
he captures the carefree spirit and local color of this bright and sunny paradise.
He paints the scene first with the sound of mysterious distant bells (which later
become more sonorous and clanging), leading into a vivacious theme using snippets
of the national dance the tarantella. Two Italian love songs soon follow, the first of
which he instructs to be played as a “chanson populaire,” and the second a sultry
love song. The piece concludes in a dazzling fashion when the lively dance and
the popular melody all merge with the joyful and triumphant ringing of the bells.
Debussy indicates “lumineux” (shining) for the final short fanfare played high in the
treble, bringing the piece to an exhilarating conclusion, bright and glaring as the sun.

Ce qu’a vu le vent d’Ouest (What the West Wind Saw)
One might think that this piece, for Debussy in Paris, refers to the west wind coming from the Atlantic. Perhaps so, but there is also the theory that he is referring
to the Hans Christian Anderson fairy tale, “The Garden of Paradise.” In the story a
young prince is obsessed with finding The Garden of Paradise, (the biblical Garden
of Eden), and, in his search, he comes upon the Cave of the Winds, where he
meets the mother of the Four Winds. The gusts of her sons have been wreaking
havoc across the world. Debussy may have also been influenced by Percy Shellys’s
great poem “Ode to the West Wind.” Regardless of the inspiration, this prelude captures the terror and violence of the horrific winds as they destroy everything in their
paths. The music is filled with harsh chords, driving rhythms, sweeping arpeggios,
tremolos, and violent sounds as Debussy depicts the horror of nature’s wrath. It is
totally atypical of Debussy, and perhaps his most difficult of the Preludes, along with
Fireworks, to play.

Des pas sur la neige (Footprints in the Snow)
Debussy described this piece as a “...sad and frozen landscape.” His tempo indication is “triste et lente” (slow and sad). Throughout the piece we hear faltering footsteps that are depicted by a two-note motive, persistent but halting under fragments
of an expressive and yearning melody. This desolate winter scene of a lost and weary
soul trudging through the snow is perhaps Debussy’s most sad and lonely piece. It is
a bleak picture that fills us with a deep sense of loss and distress, as though there
were, perhaps no hope, not only for this lost soul, but for all of humanity. In the final
tragic phrases, the footsteps grow slower and weaker, till they are no more.

La fille aux cheveux de lin (The Girl with the Flaxen Hair)
This piece is one of Debussy’s most charming and calmly lyrical jewels, certainly
diametrically opposed to the West Wind. It was inspired by a poem of the same
name by Leconte de Lisle in the collection Poems Antiques: Chansons Ecossaises.
The poem begins this way: “On the grass, sitting in the flowers/ Who sings since
the fresh morning?/ It is the maiden with the flaxen hair/ The lovely one with lips
like cherries.” Thus we see that the maiden sings in the morning freshness, perhaps
dreaming of her future. It is a song of beauty, innocence and sweetness.

Brouillards (Fog)
The first prelude of Book II, as its title suggests, is an evocation of the evaporating
mists and vapors of a dense fog, perhaps at night. Debussy uses blended polytonal
harmonies, hazy sonorities, and short aphoristic fragments of melody that come and
go giving the impression of little scarves of mist floating upward, or circling around. A
phantom like theme appears in octaves at the extreme ends of the keyboard, contributing to the overall sense that evil is lurking. The closing section is quite mysterious
with its hesitancy, its evanescent little swirls of sound and soft wisps, and its strange
evaporation in the final measures.
La puerta del vino (The Wine Gate)
It is generally thought that Debussy was inspired to write this prelude upon receipt
of a postcard from the famous Spanish composer, Manuel de Falla. It was a picture
of El Puerto del Vino, one of several gateways into the Alhambra Palace built in
Granada in the 13th century. Debussy did not actually visit Spain, but he wrote
several piano pieces which wonderfully capture the flavor of Spanish life. The Wine
Gate is a charming depiction of life outside of the palace where people in the piazza
enjoyed drinking wine, flamenco singing, and the dance rhythm of the habanera,
which permeates the piece. Debussy had a sense of the ‘intoxication,’ not just of
the wine, but also the Spanish sights and sounds, and the extremes of the colorful
atmosphere of the city. He indicates in his opening instructions of the piece, that it
should be played “avec de brusques oppositions d’extrême violence et de passionnée
douceur” (with abrupt contrast of extreme violence and passionate softness).
La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune (The Terrace for Moonlight Audiences)
The inspiration for this prelude and the precise meaning of its mysterious title is

somewhat unclear. The current thought is that Debussy had read an article in a
Paris newspaper describing the crowning of King George V of England as Emperor
of India. In the article the author describes “the Hall of Victory, the Hall of Pleasure,
the Gardens of the Sultans, and the Terrace of audiences in the light of the moon.” It
appears that Debussy was quite taken with the mystery and elegance of the crowning
ceremony. His prelude is deeply thoughtful, reflective and somewhat melancholy.
There are sentiments of tenderness, loneliness and unrest, and a sense of unreality
as through we are in a dream.
Feux d’artifice (Fireworks)
The last of Debussy’s Preludes is a musical portrait of a fireworks display over Paris.
Debussy captures in tones the brilliance of the sights and sounds, from a sizzling
fuse, to the many furious streaks of rockets and their colorful explosions in the sky.
There are a variety of moments in the piece ranging from military display, to popular
dancing and loitering in the Parisian cafes. It is a technical showpiece for the pianist,
filled with brilliant arpeggios, cascades of figurations, glissandi, trills, tremolos and
gymnastic pyrotechnics! After the final tremendous explosion, the fireworks suddenly
sputter and die away, and for his final au revoir, Debussy includes a little snippet
of the French National Anthem, the Marseillais, faintly from the distance over a low
rumble in the bass. And we realize that this was a celebration of Bastille Day!
L’Isle joyeuse (Isle of Joy)
This joyful and highly energetic piece was written in 1904. It just so happened that
Debussy had recently met, and begun an affair with Emma Bardac, wife of a Parisian
banker. The two of them carried on a passionate love affair and went on holiday
together to the island of Jersey, largest of the Channel Islands between France and

England. So it appears that this island reflects a joyous personal experience for
Debussy. Emma later became his wife.
It is also thought that his Isle of Joy was inspired by a beautiful painting of
Baroque artist, Antoine Watteau, entitled “The Embarkation for Cythera.” Cythera
was a fictional island believed to be the birthplace of Venus, the Goddess of Love.
The painting shows little angel cherubs flying around couples who are dressed in
their ballroom finery, about to board the ship in the background and head for the
beautiful island paradise. Debussy’s Isle of Joy is a spectacular celebration of the
ecstasy of love in an exotic place.
Clair de lune (Moonlight)
The beautiful and famous Clair de lune is the third piece in a work by Debussy
entitled Suite Bergamasque. It was published in 1905 and consists of four movements entitled Prelude, Menuet, Clair de lune, and Passepied. The title Clair de
lune was inspired by a poem of the same name published in 1869 in a collection of
poems entitled Fetes Galantes by the Symbolist poet Paul Verlaine, whose writings
enchanted Debussy. Verlaine’s poem was inspired by the paintings of Watteau and
his circle. He writes of “au calme clair de lune triste et beau” (the still moonlight
sad and lovely). The Fêtes Galantes collection also provided texts for a number of
Debussy’s songs.
Since its publication, Clair de lune has taken on a life of its own, having
become extraordinarily popular and loved. The opening measures are immediately
captivating i.e, the manner in which the music lingers in the treble, haunting and
mysterious, and then descends gently as the silvery light from the moon. It is magical, elegant, and luminous. After a more flowing and excited middle section as “the

fountains sob with ecstasy,” the stillness and meditative calm return with great
beauty. I have included Paul Verlaine’s poem in English translation:
Moonlight
Your soul is a delicate landscape/ Where roam charming masks and bergamasques
Playing the lute and dancing and seeming almost/ Sad under their whimsical disguises
While singing in a minor key/ of victorious love and easy life
They don’t seem to believe in their happiness/ And their song mingles with the
moonlight,
With the sad and beautiful moonlight,/ Which makes the birds in the trees dream
And the fountains sob with ecstasy/The huge svelt fountains among the statues.
—Nancy Hill Elton

The Performer
Nancy Elton has received critical acclaim for her performances as a solo piano recitalist, concerto soloist and chamber musician throughout the southeast and many
areas of the U.S. Hailed as “...an artist capable of amazing fire and brilliance as
well as being possessed of the most graceful sensitivity and delicacy...a dazzling
pianist to say the very least,” (The State Newspaper, SC), she maintains an active
performing and teaching schedule. A highly sought teacher in the Atlanta area, she
has served on the piano faculties of Georgia State University, the University of West
Georgia, and the University of Georgia.
In addition to teaching at the university level, Dr. Elton is highly successful as
an independent teacher. Her private students have won numerous awards and honors, and consistently win and receive top ratings in local, regional and International
competitions. Several have performed recently at Carnegie Hall Weill Recital Hall as
winners of the International American Protégé Piano Competition. Her students have
received scholarships to major universities, including the Juilliard, and many are
continuing their piano careers.
Nancy received the Doctorate of Musical Arts degree from the University of
Texas at Austin, double majoring in piano and vocal performance. Her primary piano
teacher was Professor John Perry. Her undergraduate degree is from the University of
South Carolina, her home state, where she studied piano with John Kenneth Adams,
and voice with Evelyn McGarrity.
In addition to a lifetime of performing solo recitals, Nancy has played with
orchestra in concerto performances that include numerous works of the standard
concerto repertoire, such as Beethoven’s Third Piano Concerto, Liszt’s Concerto No. 1,

Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody on a Theme of Pagannini, Haydn’s Concerto in D,
Beethoven’s Choral Fantasy and Grieg’s Piano Concerto. As a solo recitalist her
repertoire is broad and varied, including many works of the 20th century. She was
praised by University of Texas Professor and distinguished pianist, Gregory Allen,
winner of the Third Rubinstein International Piano Competition, writing of her
performance of Elliot Carter’s Piano Sonata, that “it showed her ability to grasp such
an unusual and difficult idiom (not to mention the prodigious feat of memorizing
the work!) and was one of the most memorable live performances I have ever heard
from any pianist.”

“...an artist capable of amazing fire and brilliance as well as being
possessed of the most graceful sensitivity and delicacy...a dazzling
pianist to say the very least.”
—The State Newspaper, SC
An accomplished lyric soprano, Nancy, in addition to her piano career, has
sung professionally throughout her life. She has performed numerous solo recitals
specializing in German lieder and French Art song, has sung the lead role in several
operas including The Merry Widow, and has been the featured soprano soloist with
numerous churches in the area both for worship services, as well as sacred concert
series featuring works of major oratorios. A highlight of her vocal studies was that
of being accepted to study with famed German singer, Elizabeth Schwarzkopf and
her husband Walter Legge at a summer German Lieder Workshop in Thunder Bay,
Canada.

Among the awards that Nancy has received are the Music Achievement Award
— the top honor presented by the University of South Carolina, the MTNA Collegiate
Young Artist Award national finalist, and in 2005 the Georgia Teacher of the Year
Award presented by the Georgia Music Teachers Association. Nancy was recently
named “Top Teacher” by Steinway and Sons of New York City.

In Loving Memory
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